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AdvantagesAdvantages

Inherently broad band deviceInherently broad band device
Astrophysical nonAstrophysical non--thermal spectra are thermal spectra are 
characteristically broad bandcharacteristically broad band
Astrophysical diagnostics (model Astrophysical diagnostics (model 
discriminators) may/should benefit from discriminators) may/should benefit from 
understanding the energy dependenceunderstanding the energy dependence



Basic PrinciplesBasic Principles

Based on the angular dependence of the Based on the angular dependence of the 
incoherent (and coherent) scattering incoherent (and coherent) scattering 
crosscross--section on the linear polarization of section on the linear polarization of 
the incident photonthe incident photon



Basic PrinciplesBasic Principles

Thomson crossThomson cross--section illustrates the section illustrates the 
angular dependenceangular dependence
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For scatteringscattering from bound electrons one 
must account for both coherent and 
incoherent scattering and photoelectric 
absorption



Thompson ApproximationThompson Approximation



Thompson ApproximationThompson Approximation



ConsiderationsConsiderations

Scatter as much incident flux as possibleScatter as much incident flux as possible
Avoid multiple scatteringAvoid multiple scattering
Achieve as large an M as possibleAchieve as large an M as possible

Collect as many scattered XCollect as many scattered X--Rays as Rays as 
possiblepossible
Minimize the backgroundMinimize the background
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The Polarimeter ConundrumThe Polarimeter Conundrum

The scattering material should be thick The scattering material should be thick 
(deep) in order to effectively provide for (deep) in order to effectively provide for 
interaction with all the incident photons.interaction with all the incident photons.
The scattering material should be thin The scattering material should be thin 
(narrow) in order to allow the scattered (narrow) in order to allow the scattered 
photon to easily escape.photon to easily escape.
(Similar conundrums apply as well to other (Similar conundrums apply as well to other 
approaches to polarimetry.)approaches to polarimetry.)



Interaction LengthsInteraction Lengths



Scattering CoefficientsScattering Coefficients



Thus…Thus…

PhotoPhoto--electric absorption is a real electric absorption is a real 
nuisance!!nuisance!!
Multiple scattering needs to be minimized Multiple scattering needs to be minimized 
as this negatively impacts the “modulation as this negatively impacts the “modulation 
factor” factor” 

The degree of modulation for a 100% The degree of modulation for a 100% 
polarized beam in the absence of any polarized beam in the absence of any 
background.background.



In the beginning…..In the beginning…..
July 1968 July 1968 –– LithiumLithium--block, Thomsonblock, Thomson--
scattering polarimeter flown on an scattering polarimeter flown on an 
AerobeeAerobee --150 sounding rocket150 sounding rocket

Target was Target was Sco Sco XX--11



In the beginning….In the beginning….

March 1969 March 1969 -- LithiumLithium--block, Thomsonblock, Thomson--
scattering polarimeter flown on anscattering polarimeter flown on an
AerobeeAerobee --150 sounding rocket150 sounding rocket

Target was the Crab NebulaTarget was the Crab Nebula
February 1971 LithiumFebruary 1971 Lithium--block, Thomsonblock, Thomson--
scattering polarimeter flown on anscattering polarimeter flown on an
AerobeeAerobee --350 sounding rocket 350 sounding rocket 

Target was the Crab NebulaTarget was the Crab Nebula
(Included crystal polarimeter)(Included crystal polarimeter)

Three rockets in 21 months



Rocket 17.09Rocket 17.09



Rocket 17.09Rocket 17.09



Systematic EffectsSystematic Effects

Critical design considerationCritical design consideration
Astrophysical Polarization may be/will be Astrophysical Polarization may be/will be 
smallsmall

E.g. “eastE.g. “east--west” effect was of concern in these west” effect was of concern in these 
early rocket flightsearly rocket flights



The ResultsThe Results



Letters …We send Letters…Letters …We send Letters…



New Concepts New Concepts -- SpectrumSpectrum--XX



SpectrumSpectrum--XX

Lithium (and crystal) scattering block at Lithium (and crystal) scattering block at 
the focus of a telescopethe focus of a telescope
New systematic effects to worry aboutNew systematic effects to worry about

Impacts of offImpacts of off--axis pointingaxis pointing
Received a lot of attentionReceived a lot of attention



OffOff--Axis PointingAxis Pointing

A solid angle effectA solid angle effect
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OffOff--Axis Pointing Axis Pointing -- 11



Other Systematic Effects Other Systematic Effects 

OffOff--axis pointing also polarizes an axis pointing also polarizes an unpolarizedunpolarized
beambeam

Symmetry broken even if the telescope is perfectly Symmetry broken even if the telescope is perfectly 
symmetricsymmetric

Impact of the asymmetries in the telescopeImpact of the asymmetries in the telescope
Built in quadrants!Built in quadrants!
Leads to a second component at “2Leads to a second component at “2ωω””
Changes the statistics, sensitivity, etc.Changes the statistics, sensitivity, etc.



New Concepts New Concepts -- XPEXPE



MDP for SXRP & XPEMDP for SXRP & XPE
(10(1055 seconds)seconds)



ConclusionsConclusions

Inherently broad bandInherently broad band
Based on sound physical principlesBased on sound physical principles
Have been built and flownHave been built and flown

Worked as predictedWorked as predicted
Relatively inexpensiveRelatively inexpensive
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